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Good day leader:  

Nehemiah Bible Institute welcomes you to 2019.  
  

To God almighty (Father, Son and Holy Spirit), who in his manifold wisdom 

and grace, enables us to leave and see another year, we give glory and honour. 
  

In the previous page you are shown what this prospectus entails, what to find 

and where. Before you continue reading the contents of our prospectus we 

would love to highlight a few important things. NBI operates on the basis and 

ethos of honesty and transparency. If you need clarity on anything please do not 

hesitate to contact our office in the contact details provided on page 4.  
  

NBI offers a distance learning course in a way that suits the majority of our 

church leaders who many, due to various reasons cannot leave their homes to go 

and study full time in an institution far away. This we do through a system of 

learning centres. Therefore the majority of our NBI learners (about 90%), come 

through a system of learning centres. A learning centre is a group of 10 or more 

people who are doing our course under the guidance of a facilitator/s. Do feel 

free as well to contact our office to find out how you can start a learning centre 

in your church or area. There are many benefits to this system but we even offer 

such groups a 40% discount in the course fees.  
  

We would love to officially announce the addition of the Sokhanya Bible 

Programme (SBP) as part of the NBI programmes. Read more about the 

Sokhanya Bible Programme starting from page 12. SBP is an introductory Bible 

survey course, it is meant to work as a foundational course especially for leaders 

who cannot handle the CLDP and MDP programmes and therefore need some 

preparation. The addition of the Sokhanya Bible Programme to our course 

structure means that there are three NBI courses namely: 

 Sokhanya Bible Programme (SBP) 

 Church Leadership Development Programme (CLDP) 

 Ministry Development Programme (MDP) 
  

We are working hard together with the Association of Christin Religious 

Practitioners (ACRP) to have our courses accredited by SAQA. Currently at the 

completion of CLDP and MDP learners receive a certificate from the University 

of Pretoria. For the Sokhanya Bible Programme they receive an NBI certificate. 

Join us in prayer for a speedy process of accreditation. Learners are allowed to 

start with any of the three programmes as we are aware of the fact that ministry 

needs for leaders and churches are different. Starting from the beginning though 

is very beneficial and highly recommended.  
  

We take this opportunity to wish you all the blessings of the Creator in this year 

and in ministry. 
  

  

NBI office 
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Contact details for head office 

PO Box 841 

Wellington 

7654 

Phone 021 864 8258 (registrar) 

Fax to e-mail 086 687 8620 

Xhosa & Zulu enquiries: 021 864 8224 

E-Mail nbi@bmedia.co.za 

Website www.nehemiah.co.za or www.nbi.bybelmedia.org.za  

Bank details:   

Bank: ABSA Bank, Wellington 

Branch code:   334510 

Account Name:  Nehemiah Bible Institute 

Account number:  405 979 3076 

Vision 

Living churches with spiritually competent leaders serving the coming of 

God’s Kingdom in their communities and the world. 

Mission 

To help church leaders develop their leadership and ministry skills as 

servants of God through a distance learning program based on the Bible. 

Regulation 22b statement  

The Nehemiah Bible Institute undertakes to discharge the responsibilities 

of a registered institution according to the relevant legislation. 

Legal status 

 Association incorporated under Section 21;  Reg No 2004/033346/08 

 Registered non-profit organisation: 040-154-NPO 

 Registered Public Benefit Organisation with Arictle 18A tax 

exemption: 930013207 

 Full member of the Association for Private Providers of Education, 

Training and Development (APPETD). 

mailto:nbi@bmedia.co.za
http://www.nehemiah.co.za/
http://www.nbi.bybelmedia.org.za/
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Directors 

o Pastor M D Blom (Vice-chairperson) 

o Rev J P Kriel (Chairperson) 

o Dr M H Mahlangu 

o Rev Mrs D Maboe 

o Dr D C van Zyl 

o Bishop S S Molisiwa 

o Dr Hennie van Deventer 

Principal and Secretary of the Board of Directors 

Rev Phaphile M. Celesi 

Mission Co-ordinator 

Ms Valerie Hamann 

NBI Programme coordinator 

Mr. Jeremiah Bothle (Jerry) Sesoko 

Registrar 

Mr. Nkululeko Pelem 

Assessors 

o Mr H Odendal 

o Dr H L Pretorius 

o Pastor Gringoe Mashalaba 

o Rev P M Celesi 

o Rev G G Coetzee 

o Rev J P Kriel 
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Names and qualifications of full-time academic staff 

The NBI is offering a distance learning program. Therefore we do not 

have full-time lecturers. The academic quality of the learning program is 

rather guaranteed by the academic standing of the different authors of 

the learning material. The University of Pretoria acknowledges the 

quality of the learning program by providing accreditation to the course 

and by issuing a certificate to competent learners. The following experts 

in the field of church leadership and ministry prepared the learning 

material:  

Authors of NBI learning material (Part-time lecturers) 

Rev Phaphile M. Celesi qualified as a teacher at the University of the 

Western Cape. He first worked with the Student Christian Organisation 

(SCO) and later became a presenter at Radio Tygerberg, where he was 

promoted to head its Xhosa Department. He is also the national Sunday 

School organiser for his church and wrote a book with the title: How to 

teach a child. He did his honours & Masters in Theology, Practical 

Theology (specialising in Community Development). He currently serves 

as the principal of the NBI. 

 

Rev Gawie Coetzee BA BTh was trained at the University of 

Stellenbosch and then served in four congregations and as army 

chaplain (1972-1996). Since 1997 he has spent most of his time 

promoting and teaching the NBI course. Since 2003 he has also been in 

the service of the Centre for Contextual Ministry at the Theological 

Faculty of the University of Pretoria, teaching two subjects (Building up 

the local congregation and Youth Ministry).  

 

Rev David and Mrs Alisan Greeff: David received his Licentiate in 

Theology at the George Whitefield College (GWC) in 1998. He was 

ordained by the Anglican Church of Australia in 1999 and served as 

Anglican minister until 2004. Since 2006 he has been coordinator of the 

Department of Distance Education at NETS (Namibia Evangelical 

Theological Seminary). His wife, Alisan, completed her B Th (Hons) in 

1997, also at GWC, where she taught Greek from 1996-1998. She has 

been a volunteer lecturer at NETS since 2006. 
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Mrs Jean Isaac and her husband initiated the Bethany Bible School at 

Mthatha and played an important ecumenical role in the Transkei 

Council of Churches. They have since returned to the United States. 

 

Rev Koos Kriel (BA BTh): After his training at University of 

Stellenbosch (1972-1979), he worked as missionary in the Hluti area of 

Swaziland (1980-1984). He was then called to the Uniting Reformed 

Church at Alkmaar (near Nelspruit), where he is still serving up to the 

present. He was a founding member of Back to the Bible Training 

College near Barberton and is the chairperson of their board. In the last 

few years he has been using the NBI course to equip leaders of all 

denominations in Mpumalanga and Swaziland for their ministry. 

 

Dr Hennie J Möller was the Administrative Officer of the Uniting 

Reformed Church of Northern Transvaal before retiring. He has written a 

number of publications on Stewardship and Church Administration. 

 

Dr Sello I Maboea BTh MA DTh was the Regional Head of the Bible 

Society of South Africa until his retirement in 2009. He is presently the 

Chairman of Sesotho sa Leboa Language Body. He also serves as a 

member of the Board of Directors of the Study Trust from 2000. He is 

also the chairman of the NBI Board of Directors. 

 

Prof Jannie C Malan pastored several congregations before joining the 

Theological Faculty at the University of Western Cape.  

 

Prof Francois S Malan BA DD served as pastor in different cross-

cultural settings and as the Dean of the Theological Faculty of the 

University of the North. He has since retired. 

 

Prof Piet Meiring BA DD served as pastor in serveral congregations 

and was professor in Missiology at the University of the North and the 

University of Pretoria. He was a member of the well-known Truth and 

Reconciliation Committee, which played a significant role in bringing 

people together in the new South Africa (after 1994). He has written 

numerous books. 
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Mrs Logy Murray was the Executive Director of the Christian Aids 

Bureau when she wrote the study guide on Aids. At present she 

continues the same line of work for World Vision. 

 

Dr Hennie L Pretorius BA ThDrs (Utrecht) DD was a pastor at 

Madwaleni in the Eastern Cape and Dean of the Theological Seminary of 

the DRCA at Decoligny. He helped to establish Sokhanya Bible Institute 

and has since retired. He is still very active in research and has 

published several books on African Initiated Churches. 

 

Miss Joyce Scott has 28 years’ experience of music ministry in East 

Africa under the African Inland Church. She has taught Music for 

Intercultural Ministry in six Bible Colleges and at Daystar University in 

Nairobi, Kenya. After that she taught at the Evangelical Bible Seminary 

of SA at Pietermaritzburg. 

 

Dr Attie van Niekerk BA DD pastored several churches before 

becoming the Professor and Dean of the Theological Faculty of the 

University of the North. He is now in charge of Nova, doing research and 

initiating projects to alleviate poverty and develop the community. He is 

the author of several books on the subject. He is also part-time lecturer 

in Missiology at the Faculty of Theology, University of Pretoria. 

 

Dr Hennie van Deventer BA DTh was pastor, youth minister and 

theological lecturer for the Church of Central Africa Presbyterian (CCAP) 

at Nkhoma in Malawi for 28 years, before he became the principal of the 

NBI in 2006. He was principal of the Josophat Mwale Theological 

Institute from 1993-2006. He completed his doctorate in New Testament 

at the University of Stellenbosch in 1986. 

 

Dr Ryk van Velden BA DTh completed his doctorate in theology (Old 

Testament) at the University of Stellenbosch in 1985 and then served for 

two years as area secretary of a Christian student organisation (ACSV). 

He was a minister of the CCAP in Malawi from 1988-2002. Since 2003 

he is running the Training Bureau for Intercultural Workers at Wellington 

in the Western Cape. 
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Ms Lyn van Rooyen is the director of CABSA, the Christian AIDS 

Bureau for Southern Africa since June 2011. She has been employed by 

CABSA since 2004 and developed the CARIS program. She holds a 

B.Cur (Nursing) degree from RAU (now University of Johannesburg) and 

a MBA degree from the University of Wales. CABSA guides Christian 

communities towards HIV competence, through advocacy, providing 

information, mobilising and networking. 

 

Rev Attie van Wijk BA BTh served in a number of churches as pastor in 

South Africa and Namibia, was a part-time lecturer at the University of 

Fort Hare, as well as being Deputy Executive Director and Head of 

Ministries of Bible Media and was the principal of Nehemiah Bible 

Institute and Huguenot Bible Institute in Wellington before retiring. 

 

Dr Danie C van Zyl BA DTh pastored a church at Madwaleni before 

becoming a part-time lecturer at the University of the Western Cape and 

Principal of Sokhanya Bible Institute. He is often invited as speaker at 

international symposia. Danie van Zyl retired in 2016 and the Sokhanya 

course which he developed was incorporated as part of NBI. Danie also 

serve in our NBI board. About Sokhanya Bible Programme, please see 

page 

 

Mrs Hannalie Vergottini is a trainer of the Child Evangelism Fellowship 

and the author of several books on child evangelism. 
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Accreditation status of the NBI program 

The Centre for Contextual Ministry at the University of Pretoria (UP) 

accredits the NBI learning program as a course in Basic Theology.  

For the revised NBI course UP awards two certificates – the first for 

church leadership and the other for ministry. Each section consists of 15 

courses divided into three modules. There will be no certificate for each 

separate module. The certificate will only be issued after the completion 

of three modules. 

We also offer as Sokhanya Bible Program (for more details read the 

section about it towards the end of the prospectus. 

Who May Enrol? 

This learning program is designed to help church leaders at the 

grassroots level who have not had the opportunity to get theological 

training. We therefore target church leaders who are already in ministry. 

The learner is expected to apply what he or she learns in the practical 

situation of a congregation. Any church leader, ranging from youth 

leader, Sunday School teacher, elder, deacon, reverend, evangelist to 

bishop and archbishop, will find this course very helpful in his/her daily 

duties. The course was designed according to the felt needs of church 

leaders in Africa. 

 We do not have specific academic entrance requirements for 

enrolment. More than half of the current learners have matric. 

 We may consider recognition of prior learning after evaluation.  

 Learners will be assisted to understand the lessons and we encourage 

them to learn in groups with their own facilitator. 

 People who enroll are asked to include a letter of recommendation from 

their church leader.  

 The enrolment form is available on the second last page of this 

prospectus. 
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Language policy 

Currently the learning program is available in Afrikaans, English, Zulu, 

Xhosa, Tsonga in South Africa. On the enrolment form learners can 

indicate in which of these languages they would prefer to do the course. 

We have also started with a Tsonga translation and intend to start 

soon with the Sotho.  

In other countries this course is also available in some of their local 

languages.  

Mode of instruction 

The NBI offers a distance learning program. This implies that learners 

can do the course on their own. However, we strongly encourage all 

learners to join a learning group. We even give a discount as an 

incentive to learners who form groups of 10 or more for this purpose.  

This does not imply that learners have to go to a residential institute 

for their classes. We realise that many church leaders are married and 

have to support themselves by means of a secular job, and therefore 

cannot afford to attend full-time classes or go to a theological college for 

learning. What we suggest, therefore, is that they find an existing group 

or form their own learning group wherever they live.  

When learners form such a group, they have to find their own 

facilitator who can assist them in the learning process. The facilitator 

does not need to be highly qualified. Anyone who has had some form of 

theological training can be used. The pastor of the local church may be a 

good possibility, or anyone who has completed the NBI course.  

The facilitator does not have to teach the material. Each learner still 

has to work through the material before coming to class. The task of the 

facilitator is not to lecture, but to guide the discussions and supervise the 

assessments and assignments.  

All learners who register as part of a learning group have to make 

sure that their learning group and facilitator are registered at the NBI 

Office. The registration form is on page 27. 
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Syllabus 

Sokhanya Bible Program 

  

  

  

NB: Please read it carefully so that you will understand:  

 what the study is about;  

 how to do the study in the most meaningful way and  

 so that you will benefit to the maximum. 

Contents: 

 The Aim of the Sokhanya Bible Program 

 The origin of the Sokhanya Program 

 The Contents of the Sokhanya Program 

 How to go about your studies 

 Study in a group 

 Guidelines for assessment 

 Send in your answer papers 

 Some guidelines on doing your studies 

NOTE: 

a. It is no use to try to complete this program as quickly as possible. It 

is not just about getting a certificate or about learning a few things 

that you might not have known. 
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b. The study wants to help you to grow spiritually. For that reason one 

must take time also to think and pray about the things that you 

learn. 

1. The aim of the Sokhanya Bible Program 

The Sokhanya Bible Program wants to help you to: 

a. To gain proper and sound knowledge about the Bible and the Christian 

life by studying the Bible alone. This program covers the whole Bible. It 

does not give the teachings of a particular church or tradition. 

b. To grow spiritually strong by committing yourself to God so that you can 

serve Him fully. By understanding more about God and what He does 

for us as the Bible teaches us, we grow in fellowship with God trough 

the Holy Spirit. 

c. To be able to use what you gain to build other people up in their faith. 

As a leader you have to eat the Word of God, as Ezekiel did (Ezekiel 

2:4-10) so that you will be able to feed others with the Word (John 

21:15).  A blind person cannot lead others who are blind (Luke 6:39-

40). 

d. To be able to guide the church in the full truth of the Word and to protect 

it from false teachings and practices.  
  

NOTE: One-sided and superficial knowledge is very dangerous. Many 

people know only a few things about the Bible that they have heard 

from other preachers. It is only when you have been touched by 

the Living Word of God that your own life changes and other 

people can be changed! 

2. The origin of the Sokhanya Program  

       Local church leaders from different denominations in the Xhosa 

speaking churches in the Cape-Peninsula came together to plan 

training for lay preachers. Sokhanya was founded in 1992 as an 

independent Bible School. It was decided that the Bible will be the 

only study book. The present Sokhanya study books are the result of 

class discussions over a period of 25 years. It is structured on the 

books of the Bible and do not follow any confessional model. Since 

Sokhanya has from the beginning accommodated believers from all 

theological traditions, its teachings seek to build bridges of 
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understanding over differences of opinion.  

3. The Contents of the Sokhanya Program 

a. This Program accepts that you as student have a certain level of 

knowledge of the Bible. In a program like this it is impossible to deal 

with every verse and every matter that we find in the Bible.  

b. This Program seeks to help you to get a good understanding of how 

the message and topics and themes of the Bible fit together. It seeks 

to help you to understand the historical situations that one has to 

know of to be able to understand what you read in the different parts. 

It also explains the important cultural and religious background which 

helps one to understand the Bible.  

     The Program consists of 15 booklets. 

 Module 1/1        What the Bible is and how to read the Bible 

 Module 1/2 -1/3 The books of Moses 

 Module 1/4 -1/5 The books of the Prophets 

 Module 2/1 -2/2 The books of Poetry 

 Module 2/3 -2/5 The books of the Gospels 

 Module 3/1 -3/2 The books of John 

 Module 3/3 -3/5 The books of Paul 

     Course status and accreditation 

a. The present Program is not yet accredited on the national system of 

SAQA. At present there is no program that is registered yet. We are 

working very hard to get accreditation for all our programs 

b. To get the Sokhanya Program ready for accreditation, there are a 

number of aspects that we are busy to add to this program. These are 

aspects related to the practical work of a leader in the congregation. 

When these things are in place, we will inform you. 

 4. How to go about your studies 

 When you have now enrolled, you received the first 5 books, which is the 

full Module 1.  

 Each book has a question paper which is the way in which you are tested 

on each book.  

a. Get an overall view of the book: 
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 Each book begins with a short paragraph which tells you what that book as 

a whole is about. Read it so that you will be able to follow what you are 

dealing with.  

 Next you find a list of things which tell you what the purpose of the book is 

The aims of the lessons: Carefully read this. 

b. Study each lesson one by one: 

 Each book contains a number of lessons. Each lesson also starts with a 

short paragraph which tells you what that lesson is about.  

 Then there is a section which tells you what you will have to know when 

you have studied that lesson. This helps you to see what the important 

thing in each part of the lesson is.   

c. Every lesson consists of a number of sub-headings.  

 They are indicated in the following way 1.1  1.2 and 2.1  2.2 and so on. You 

must study each sub-heading separately and finish the answers of that 

section on the question paper before you go on to the next heading.    

 Many of the sections begin with an icon like this &. This tells you that you 

first have to read the Bible verses that are given there. These verses will 

help you to understand the following lesson and to use the Bible properly.  

NOTE: You must always have your Bible open next to your study 

books and read it. The purpose of the study is to help you to 

know and use the Bible. It is the Bible is that is most important. 

d. Now you must read the whole section.  

 This gives you important information that will help you to understand 

the topic of the lesson. It also explains the meaning of different 

passages of the Bible. You will see that every section give a lot of other 

verses of the Bible. Try to read as many as possible of these verses in 

your Bible. This will help you to grow your knowledge of the Bible and 

to use the Bible correctly. It is best if you can read all these verses 

some time. 

 When you have finished a section, you must answer the questions on 

that section before you go on to study the next section.  

5. Study in a group 
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 You can use this study program on your own and study on your own time. 

 We want to encourage students to form study groups. 

 It is much more meaningful to study with a group of friends.  

 When you decide to study, tell others who may also be interested of the 

study program and encourage them to enroll.  

 Arrange to meet at a certain time to discuss the study material. This is not 

to replace you studying on your own time. But when you come together 

you can discuss things in the lesson that were not clear. Then you tell 

others what you understood and hear what they think. In this way you 

help one another to understand the material and the Bible even better. 

You can share new insights and solve problems. 

 This meeting is not a place to preach and to show off your knowledge. It is 

an opportunity to share about the Word and ministry.  

 It is important that every member of the group should answer their 

question papers themselves. You may discuss the questions in the group, 

but may not use the answers of someone else. 

6. Guidelines for assessment 

a.   On the question paper you will see that the questions are 

numbered in the same way as the sub-sections of the lesson.  

 When you finished lesson 1.1, then you must first answer the questions 

next to 1.1 on the question paper.  

 On the question paper you will find the following: 

  NOTE: Always answer questions in your own words. If you write   

words directly   from the Bible or the Study Guide, you will get no 

marks. Every mark is showed in the question paper by a star * 

 The test wants to see whether you understand what you answer. It is 

useless just to repeat what you read. That is not real learning 

b. Read the question carefully before you answer it and make 

sure what you are expected to do when you answer: 

 Example: if the question says explain a verse or a word, you must say what 

it means and not just write the verse or ate word from the book. Note that 

the word that tells you what to do is printed in BOLD in the question. 

 The issue that you have to answer about is written in ITALICS.   
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 Example: What does John 19:20 tell us about the languages of the times 

of Jesus? The question is about the languages and not anything else. 

 Use the space given on the paper and do not try to say too much 

 The star * shows the mark that the question counts 

 NOTE: After you have finished the whole book and answered all the 

questions, there is a section where you must do something in the 

congregation. ➷   

How to use this lesson in your congregation 

 There is no right or wrong answers to this section. It wants to give you the 

opportunity to share what you have learned and to report on what you 

did.  

 You do not get marks for this part. But we will deduct 10% of your marks if 

you do not do this section 

 7.  Send in your answer papers 

 When you have finished the study book and completed the answer paper, 

you have to mail the answer to the office. You must send only the answer 

paper and not your study books.  

 Make sure that you write your name and address and student number on 

every answer paper before you post it to 
 Sokhanya Bible Program/NBI 

PO Box 841,  

Wellington  

7654 

 Because you receive all 5 books of the module, you can immediately 

continue with your next study book. When you have completed all 5 

books, the office will let you know that you have to enroll and pay for the 

next module. In the meantime your answers will be corrected and you will 

receive feedback from the office on your work. 

 If you did not receive new material or answer papers, please speak to Jerry 

Sesoko in NBI office at 021 864 8232. It often happens that post take a 

long time to reach you and sometimes post even get lost. Whenever you 

phone or write to the office, always give your student number. 

 When you get an answer paper back, please take time and have a good 

look at your mistakes and the comments that are given. This will help you 
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to learn even more and understand things which you might not have 

understood correctly in the beginning.  

8.   Some guidelines on doing your studies 

 If you study alone, the following will help you do study in a disciplined way. 

But even if you are part of a study group, these things are important. 

 Have a special time that you give to your study. We know that you are 

very busy and have many commitments. But to have time to study 

regularly should be one of your commitments. Try to have at least two 

hours per week.  

 Do not rush through your study material. Take time to understand the 

material and to read the Bible and to think what that means for your 

personal faith and for your ministry. Whether you study in a group or 

alone, always pray and ask the Holy Spirit to make the Lord alive in your 

heart.  

 As we have already said: use the Bible as much as possible. Seek to get 

deeper understanding in what you read and not only to find new 

information. It is very helpful to use different translations. Use the Bible in 

your home language. But try to find a translation which you do not know 

well and see how that translation puts the verses that you study. This will 

bring new understanding of the message of the text 

 The study books mostly use the Good News Bible. But it often use other 

translations to help you to get more understanding.  

 In the study book you will see that we use different symbols. These 

symbols want to help you to read better and see important things in the 

lesson. In the paragraphs important parts are also printed in bold letters. 

 If you read something that is not clear or that you want to understand, 

please discuss it with other leaders or with members of your study group.  

 You must keep all study books. We are sure that you will benefit from 

reading these study books even long after you have completed your 

studies. They are your library for many years to come.  
  

May the Lord bless you richly through your studies. 
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Church Leadership Development Program 
…………………………………………………………………………… 

Module 1:  God calls church leaders 
Laying the foundation – the basics of church leadership 

In this module we lay the foundation of the whole leadership and ministry 

development program. It focuses on the church leader’s spiritual life, 

calling, prayer life, attitude, style and skills for leadership. In our study of 

Genesis we learn about the origins and basics of life, faith and 

leadership. 

 

CLDP 1/1 Grow in your spiritual life 

Learners will understand the basic steps of becoming a 

Christian and growing in their spiritual life. It helps church 

leaders to build up their own spiritual life and be equipped 

to guide others in the process of spiritual growth. 

 

CLDP 1/2 Called to be stewards 

Learners apply biblical principles and guidelines for 

stewardship in the church and the community. Church 

leaders learn to be accountable to God in the way they 

handle all the gifts and responsibilities entrusted to them. 

 

CLDP 1/3 Learning to pray 

Learners develop their own prayer life by applying biblical 

principles for praying. They acquire the skills to motivate 

and train others to use spiritual disciplines that will help 

them to grow mature in their prayer life.  
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CLDP 1/4 Develop your leadership skills  

By following the example of Nehemiah, one of the highly 

effective leaders in the Bible, the learner will develop the 

qualities of a leader inspired by God and acquire the skills 

to guide the church and community towards the 

achievement of God’s purpose for their life. 

 

CLDP 1/5 Study the Bible (Old Testament I) 

The learner will understand and apply the message of 

Genesis, the first book of the Bible, to contemporary life in 

the church and community. Since Genesis is the book of 

origins, the study of this book will help the learner to 

formulate key aspects of biblical teaching. 
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Module 2: Understand the church 
Building the walls – context of church leadership 

The second module focuses on the church. The learner who wants to be 

a competent church leader must understand the special character of the 

church, its history, how it grows and functions effectively and the role 

women can play in the church. The study of God’s way of organising the 

Israelite community in Exodus to Deuteronomy also helps us to 

understand what He expects from the church. 

 

CLDP 2/1 A living and growing church   

This learning program will help learners to be good church 

leaders, who understand the true nature of the church and 

have a basic competence in helping their church to grow. 

 

CLDP 2/2 The story of the church 

Learners will gain a basic knowledge of the history of the 

church, especially its development in the African context. 

The special contribution of the African Initiated Churches 

(AICs) is highlighted. Learners are guided to build bridges 

between churches and develop good mission strategies. 

 

CLDP 2/3 Good church administration 

Learners discover what the Bible teaches about good 

church administration. They learn to do good planning, 

write a constitution for the church, apply proper measures 

of discipline and organise meaningful meetings. They also 

acquire skills for financial administration and manage-

ment. 

CLDP 2/4 The role of women in the church 

Learners examine the biblical view about the role of 

women in the church and community and are challenged 

to empower women to take their rightful place, using all 

their special gifts in opportunities for leadership and 

ministry.   
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CLDP 2/5 Study the Bible (Old Testament 2) 

Learners work through the Old Testament books of 

Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy to find the 

message which they can apply to contemporary life and 

ministry. They learn to interpret and apply the meaning of 

the deliverance from slavery in Egypt, the Jewish festivals, 

the Ten Commandments, the tabernacle, the cultic objects 

and sacrifices, and the role of the priests. 
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Module 3: The church in action 
Fitting the windows – application of church leadership 

In module 3 we deal with some of the most crucial aspects of the 

Christian life in which church leaders must give clear guidance. In Africa, 

particularly, we know the influence of spiritual forces and the importance 

of marriage and family life. People expect wise leadership from the 

church. Church services that are meaningful will equip Christians for 

these challenges. So too will the study of Jesus’ life and ministry in the 

Gospels. 

 

CLDP 3/1 Test the spirits  

 The course is about spiritual discernment. It helps the 

learner to understand the person and work of the Holy 

Spirit, and the world of spirits around him or her. From the 

basis of this understanding it guides the learner to 

respond from a Christian and biblical perspective. 

 

CLDP 3/2 Build a happy marriage  

This learning program helps learners to build a happy 

marriage by understanding God’s purpose for marriage, 

dealing with the dangers that destroy marriages and 

following God’s way to a happy marriage. It also equips 

the learner to guide other couples to happiness in 

marriage. 

 

CLDP 3/3 Help families to serve God  

Learners are equipped to deal with challenges in their own 

families and assist other families through counselling. All 

the major issues in family life are addressed, like the 

responsibilities of all family members, the need for  

guidance about sex, the importance of communication and 

family worship, the way to manage family money and deal 

with the wider family.  
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CLDP 3/4 Meaningful worship services  

The essence of true worship is investigated. Learners 

study the important elements (singing and dancing, 

confessing, praying and preaching) and the practical 

requirements of a worship service. The course also deals 

with special services, feasts, funerals, holy communion 

and baptism. Special attention is given to the views of the 

AICs. 

 

CLDP 3/5 Study the Bible (New Testament 1) 

A survey of the four Gospels is done in order to get a full 

picture of the life, the true nature, the teaching and 

ministry of Jesus Christ. The course analyses his 

preaching about the kingdom of God, his use of parables, 

his miracles and his way of dealing with people. 

Eventually it emphasises the meaning of his death and 

resurrection. 
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Ministry Development Program (MDP) 
 

Module 1: Equip the church for ministry 
Fitting the doors – the basics for ministry and mission 

This module is the introduction to the Ministry Development Program. It 

aims to create a new vision for the ministry of the church and develop 

some of the basic skills needed for that ministry (interpreting the Bible, 

preaching, singing and worship). The church must understand that its 

main purpose is to serve the coming of God’s kingdom in this world. The 

practical wisdom of the historical and poetical books of the Old 

Testament will help in this process. 
 

MDP 1/1 God’s new world is coming! 

The focus of this learning guide is on establishing a 

missional church that takes part in God’s mission of making 

the world new. It forms the basis of the ministry 

development program. The essential role of Jesus Christ 

and the Holy Spirit in the coming of God’s Kingdom is 

highlighted. Learners identify the role of the church in 

putting up signs of God’s new world in everyday life and the 

community. 
 

MDP 1/2 Learn to interpret the Bible 

 This course is a guide to learners about the interpretation 

and use of the Bible as the Word of God for personal growth 

and ministry. It helps them to understand how it was written, 

what it claims to be and how it should be interpreted and 

applied in a way that is relevant to every context. 
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MDP 1/3 Improve your preaching 

The course helps learners to improve their preaching skills. 

They learn how to find God's message for his people in the 

Bible, how to prepare different kinds of sermons in which 

they interpret and apply the message in a particular context, 

and how to deliver the message in an effective way. 

  

MDP 1/4 Improve your church music 

 Learners develop skills for improving the music and worship 

ministry in their respective churches. They learn how to train 

song leaders, select the best kind of church music for 

communicating the message in a particular context and 

apply different ways to compose new songs from the Bible. 

 

MDP 1/5 Study the Bible (Old Testament 3) 

Learners discover the message of the historical and poetical 

books in the Old Testament, and learn how to interpret and 

apply it in daily life. 
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Module 2: Build up the church 

Putting in the ceiling – skills for ministry 

In this module the focus is on skills for building up the church. The aim is 

to build the whole church into a caring and nurturing community. People 

with special needs (such as those living with HIV and Aids, but also 

children and young people) must have a safe and loving environment to 

develop their potential with the help of spiritual companions. In many 

ways the message of the prophets is about being such a caring 

community. 

 

MDP 2/1 Pastoral care and counselling 

 This course will help learners to gain a basic competence in 

pastoral care and counselling as applied in a congregational 

context. They will discover the biblical principles and 

develop the qualities and skills needed for Christian pastoral 

care and counselling. They will also learn how to guide a 

congregation to be a community of care and growth. 

MDP 2/2 HIV and Aids: Light a candle of hope 

Learners acquire skills to mobilise the church and 

community to deal with the challenges of the HIV and Aids 

pandemic. They learn how to spread correct information, 

counter stigmatisation, handle theological questions about 

the issue and initiate a ministry to all who are infected and 

affected by HIV and Aids.   

MDP 2/3 Develop a children’s ministry 
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 This learning program helps learners to establish children’s 

ministries in their respective churches and communities. It 

develops a Bible based understanding of children and the 

duties of church leaders and parents in meeting the needs 

of children and leading them to a mature Christian life. 

 

MDP 2/4 Train disciple makers (Youth Ministry) 

Learners are equipped to train church members as disciple 

makers who guide other Christians through their teaching 

and example along the path of spiritual growth. This skill is 

particularly important for the ministry to young people and 

children. 

MDP 2/5 Study the Bible (Old Testament 4) 

Learners study the message of each prophetic book in the 

Bible and apply it to the modern situation in church and 

society. The study includes a short introduction to the 

historical background and structure of each book and 

focuses on themes that are relevant for today’s believers. 

The learner practises a particular method of doing exegesis. 
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Module 3: Reach out to the world 

Putting on the roof – skills for mission 

The last module deals with the calling of the church to be involved in 

God’s mission of changing the world. It is not just about evangelism, but 

also about being God’s agent of transformation and reconciliation in the 

whole community. It is about reaching out to all people in the world, 

including people of other religions, to share the love of God. The study of 

the New Testament helps a lot to understand the missionary character of 

the church. 

 

MDP 3/1 Bring Good News to the world 

Learners are guided to understand God’s plan for the world 

and then develop the skill to mobilise churches for outreach 

and mission. They learn different approaches to evangelism 

and plan practical ways of reaching out to the lost. 

 

MDP 3/2 Make a difference to your community 

Learners are motivated to get their churches involved in 

dealing with the needs of their communities in terms of 

Christian values. The principles of God’s kingdom are 

applied to every part of community life.   
 

MDP 3/3 Deal with conflict in God’s way 

 Learners are empowered to resolve conflict, both in their 

personal life and in their capacity as leaders in the church 

and community. They also become competent to train 

others in the skills of conflict management.  
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MDP 3/4 Reach out to people of other religions 

Learners gain knowledge about the basic views of some of 

the world’s main religions. They learn how to guide church 

members to show respect to people who follow these other 

religions, but also have the courage to witness to them 

about Jesus Christ in a polite, but convincing way.  

 

MDP 3/5 Study the Bible (New Testament 2) 

The study of the book of Acts, the New Testament letters 

and Revelation is a powerful guide in the practice of  

Christian life and mission. By doing a survey of these New 

Testament books the learner discovers how the message 

about Jesus Christ and the work of the Holy Spirit 

influenced the formation and functioning of the church.  
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Additional course 

Preparing for the Marriage Officer’s Examination   

The Manual for Marriage Officers issued by the State is very difficult to 

understand. This NBI course helps learners to understand the meaning 

of the manual and thus prepares them to write the examination for 

marriage officers at the Department of Home Affairs. They learn about all 

the legal requirements for weddings. The course does not qualify you as 

marriage officer. Only the government has authority to appoint marriage 

officers. 

Assessment 

Learners will do an open book assessment which will be included in the 

middle of each learning guide. They can do the assessment on their 

own, without supervision, and are welcome to look for the answers in 

their learning guide.  

However, learning groups can also agree to do the assessment in a 

group session (like writing a test or examination). Then the facilitator will 

have to remove the assessment forms from the learning guides before 

handing them out to the learners. Even in such a case the learners will 

still be allowed to use the learning guides when doing the assessment. 

A significant part of each assessment will be a practical assignment. 

The learner will have to perform a practical task, applying what has been 

learnt in the particular learning guide. The report about this practical 

application of the leadership and ministry skills acquired by the learner 

will have to be handed in together with the assessment form. Failure to 

complete the practical assignments will make it very difficult for a person 

to qualify as a competent learner and get the certificate. 
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Certificates 

The University of Pretoria will award the certificates twice a year, in the 

months of May and November. To qualify for the certificate issued in 

May, the learner will have to complete the learning program before the 

end of the previous year. To get the certificate in November, the learner 

will have to complete the learning program before the end of July.  

At UP there will only be one special occasion every year to award the 

certificates. It usually takes place in the month of May. Competent 

learners will be invited to receive their certificates at this ceremony. 

Those who decide to attend will have to carry their own costs. 

Learners and learning groups are free to arrange their own 

certification ceremonies at their own place. This can be done after the 

certificates have been issued by the UP. NBI and UP staff may attend 

such occasions if possible, but will be under no obligation to do so. 

Learner support service 

Every learner has the privilege to ask for help with spiritual and 

emotional problems from the NBI counsellors. Learners will be advised in 

a personal and confidential letter. This service is free of charge. 

Rules or code of conduct 

Since our learners are people who are leaders in their churches, we 

expect only the highest moral standards from them. Thus we reserve the 

right to end the training of any learner who does not live according to 

generally accepted biblical standards. Learners who complete the 

learning program will be asked to sign a solemn declaration that he or 

she will continue to serve according to biblical principles. This 

declaration is available on request. The signing can also be done during 

the certification ceremony. 

Learner fees 

The fee structure for 2019 is as follows:  
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1. Fees for CLDP & MDP course  from January 2019: R200 per book/ R1000 

per module/ R3000 full course 

2. If you are part of an NBI Learning centre fees are: R130 per book, R650 per 

module and the full course is R1, 950. 
 

3. The Sokhanya Bible Program (SBP) is RR300 per module and the full course 

is R900 

 

We will continue to give a special discount to those who join 

learning groups of 10 learners or more (currently the discount is 40% of 

the enrolment fee). This offer will also apply to Bible Schools that would 

like to use the course in their training. However, the cost of the UP 

certificate will be added to this discount price (10% of the the amount 

you are due to pay). 

Financial guarantee 

In case the NBI ceases to function, learners will be refunded the fees for 

the subjects they paid for, but did not complete. 

Learner financial aid 

To offer this excellent training at an affordable price as we are doing, the 

price already includes a considerable subsidy. It is advisable that people 

must start NBI learning centres where they are or search for one close 

by, so as to benefit from the 40% discount that NBI offers to people who 

come as a group of 10.  

Important notice 

Completing this learning program successfully does not guarantee work 

in any particular church, since each church is independent and decides 

on its own which qualifications it requires of its leaders. 

 

“Instruct a wise man and he will be wiser still; teach a righteous man and he will 

add to his learning” (Proverbs 9:9) 

 

“Teach me your way, O Lord, and I will walk in your truth; 

Give me an undivided heart, that I may fear your name” (Psalm 86:11). 
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“Take the teachings that you heard me proclaim in the presence of many 

witnesses, and entrust them to reliable people, who will be able to teach others 

also” (2 Timothy 2:2). 
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Nehemiah Bible Institute – Enrolment form 2019 
 

PLEASE USE CAPITAL LETTERS 

My title:  ..................................................................................................................  

My surname:  ..........................................................................................................  

My first names:  ......................................................................................................  

My address:  ...........................................................................................................  

 ...............................................................................................................................  

Postal code: ………………  Identity number:  .........................................................  

Date of birth: ………………..  Telephone/cell phone number:  ...............................  

Email address: ........................................................................................................  

Highest qualification (school & further):  .................................................................  

Name of church:  ....................................................................................................  

Position held in church:  .........................................................................................  

Name of learning group:   .......................................................................................  

Name of facilitator: ..................................................................................................  

 Fees for 2019: R1000 per module CLDP or MDP ______ R3000 full 

course  

 Sokhanya Bible Program: R300 per module/R900 full course 

Pay the money in the following bank account: If yes indicate with YES [      ] 

Bank details:  ABSA Bank, Wellington.   

Branch code:   334510 

Account Name:  Nehemiah Bible Institute.  

Account number:  405 979 3076.  

Please fax the deposit slip together with this enrolment form to 0866 87 86 20. 

You also have to send a copy of your ID document. 

I have heard about this course from:  _________________________________ 

Signed: ____________________________   Date: _____________________ 

Important: Learners who are not yet acknowledged church leaders should 

please enclose a letter of recommendation from their own church leader. 

I would like to do the course in the language marked below: 

English  Afrikaans  IsiXhosa  IsiZulu  Tsonga  
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Form for registration of the 

Learning group and facilitator 

Information about learning group for those who are part of a 
learning centre 

Name of learning group:  ............................................................................  

Name of person responsible:  .....................................................................  

Address of person responsible:  .................................................................  

 ....................................................................................................................  

……………………………………………….Postal code:  .............................  

Tel no: …………………………… Cell phone no:  .......................................  

Meeting place:  ...........................................................................................  

Number of learners:  ...................................................................................  

Information about facilitator 

Name of facilitator:  .....................................................................................  

Address:  .....................................................................................................  

 ....................................................................................................................  

……………………………………………Postal code:  .................................  

Tel no:  ........................................................................................................  

Cell phone no:  ............................................................................................  

Qualifications:  ............................................................................................  

Finished NBI course?    Yes? ………….or  No? ………….. 

Position in church:  .....................................................................................  

Signature of facilitator (to confirm willingness): 

 

[……………………………………] 
 

This form applies only to those people who have a study group. If you do not 
have one a learning centre in your area, you do not have to fill this form.  


